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New Rules of
Diversification
How to Prep Your Portfolio for a
Different Kind of Recession Risk

Executive Summary
During the first half of 2022,

Diversification away from

global equity markets tumbled

traditional assets would have paid

around 20% from their January

off in H1 2022 – finally – after many

peak, with losses on typical stock/

years of tailwinds for stock/bond

bond portfolios almost as large, as

portfolios. After a small rebound

bonds offered little refuge. More

in July, some equity bulls might

worryingly, this downturn has a

suggest it’s time to ‘buy the dip.’

vintage, disco-era look and feel that

While a further recovery is one

may be unfamiliar to many younger

possible scenario, our analysis

investors: with inflation still high,

suggests that as of summer 2022,

there is little prospect of central

the strategic and tactical case for

banks riding to the market’s rescue

diversification remained strong.

as they did in 2008 and in 2020.

Investors cannot expect to time

1

their reallocations perfectly, and
In this article we assess the

it’s not too late to diversify. We set

prospects for stock and bond

out the practical considerations

markets after the H1 sell-

for investors (still) minded to

off, consider the impact of

batten down the hatches.

macroeconomic risks on a
range of investments, and
explore the use of diversifying
investments to fortify portfolios.
PSG
Portfolio Solutions
Group

1

The MSCI World Index returned -20.5% in H1 2022, the Barclays Global Aggregate Bond Index Hedged
returned -9.1%, and a 60/40 portfolio of the two returned -16.0%.
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Introduction
The first half of 2022 brought sustained

stocks and bonds remain low, even after

losses for both stocks and bonds, an

some cheapening of both asset classes.

outcome not seen for more than 40 years.
Near-term inflation forecasts were still

2. Now that ‘peak inflation’ is much discussed,

being revised up, even as growth forecasts

are macroeconomic headwinds easing? We

were steadily revised down. Economists

argue the macroeconomic environment

are divided on the appropriate policy

remains unfavorable for traditional

response, and central banks face tougher

portfolios, with heightened risks from

choices than they have for decades.

continuing inflation uncertainty, growth

2

headwinds and tightening monetary policy.
Last year, we published suggestions on
managing heightened inflation risks in the

3. Investors have flocked to private assets

white paper When Stock/Bond Diversification

in recent years, seeking higher returns

Fails, and summarized broader concerns

and diversification. How do private

and possible remedies in Time to Diversify

assets’ risks differ from public, and

– But Into What?. Here we update our

how can they be mitigated? We discuss

analysis and refine our suggestions in

the implications of ‘slow beta’ and how

response to recent market developments,

to diversify private asset tail risks.

addressing four crucial questions.
4. How should investors seeking true
1. Have return prospects improved for stocks

diversifiers and risk mitigators navigate

and bonds after the 2022 sell-off, and is

the complex world of liquid alternatives?

it too late now to crystallize losses with a

We set out the key attributes to look for,

view to further diversifying portfolios? We

address common concerns and discuss

show that yield-based expected returns for

funding and implementation choices.

Still a World of Low Expected Returns,
Still ‘Payback Time’
In his 2022 book Investing Amid Low Expected

even close. Exhibit 1 puts the recent yield rise

Returns, Antti Ilmanen suggests that a portion

into a (daunting) historical context. As of mid-

of the last few decades’ stock and bond returns

year, traditional stock/bond portfolios were

have been ‘borrowed from the future’ in the

promising only around 2% real return over a 5-

form of falling yields, i.e., rising valuations.

to 10-year horizon. Much more cheapening of

Yields jumped in H1 2022, but those borrowed

stock and bond markets would be needed

returns have not yet been fully paid back – not
2

In June 2022 the Federal Reserve projected 5.2% PCE inflation for 2022 (vs. 4.3% in March) and 1.7% real GDP growth (vs. 2.8%
in March). The ECB’s June 2022 forecasts were 6.8% for inflation (vs. 5.1% in March), and 2.8% for real GDP growth (vs. 3.7% in
March).

4
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for yield-based expected returns to regain

total return objectives are (still) starting from a

historical average levels. Investors with real or

difficult place.

Exhibit 1: Expected Real Return of U.S. and Global Stock/Bond Portfolios
January 1, 1900 – June 30, 2022
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Source: AQR, Bloomberg, Robert Shiller Data Library, Ibbotson Associates (Morningstar), Kozicki-Tinsley (2006), Federal Reserve Bank
of Philadelphia, Blue Chip Economic Indicators, Consensus Economics. U.S. 60/40 portfolio is 60% U.S. equities (S&P 500), 40% longdated Treasuries. Global 60/40 is 60% cap-weighted developed equities and 40% GDP-weighted 10-year government bonds. Real equity
yield is simple average of two measures: (0.5 * Shiller E/P * 1.075) + 1.5% and Dividend/Price + 1.5%. 1.5% term is assumed long term
real earnings per share growth. 0.5 multiplier reflects long-term payout ratio; 1.075 multiplier accounts for EPS growth during 10-year
earnings window. Real bond yield is yield minus long-term expected inflation.

Inflation, Low Growth, Fed Hiking – or
All Three?
Inflation expectations increased dramatically

gradually appreciated and ‘priced in’ by

over the 18 months from late 2020 to

investors.

early 2022. In Q2 2022 there were signs of
stabilization and even some correction in

Exhibit 2 illustrates the historical sensitivities

medium-term expectations, but real rates

of asset classes and strategies to U.S.

soared as markets began to appreciate the full

stagflation scenarios. These are defined as

implications for monetary policy, and growth

12-month periods over which our inflation

forecasts were revised down. Both equities and

news indicator is positive and our growth

bonds continued to suffer. Even if the level of

news indicator negative, as shown in Panel

inflation has passed or is nearing its peak in

A. The bars in Panel B show the difference in

many countries, there is still a risk of upside

average performance in stagflation and non-

surprises if it fails to come down as quickly as

stagflation regimes, ordered from left to right.

the market and central banks currently expect.

Traditional assets are in blue – all except TIPS

After a long sequence of upward forecast

tended to underperform. Liquid alternatives,

revisions, there may be more adjustments

in green, have shown more resilience, with

to come. Anchoring biases have tended to

trend and momentum-related strategies and

prolong the market impact of macroeconomic

commodities even outperforming.

shocks, as their full consequences are only

5
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Exhibit 2: Impact of Stagflation on Investment Performance
Panel A. U.S. Growth and Inflation Indicators and a Stagflation Regime Indicator,
January 1972 – June 2022
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Panel B. Hypothetical Relative Performance During U.S. Stagflation Periods,
January 1972 – June 2022

Resilient In Stagflation

Sources: AQR, Federal Reserve, Bloomberg. Stagflation is defined as 12-month period for which growth news z-score < -0.2 and inflation
news z-score > +0.2. Based on 12-month returns at quarterly frequency. Risk-free rate is 3-month T-Bills. See Appendix for details of
macro news data, asset class proxies and hypothetical strategies. Hypothetical performance results have certain inherent limitations,
some of which are disclosed in the Appendix.

Of course, future macroeconomic shocks

using a rules-based regime indicator in

are difficult to predict. At the very least, it

Exhibit 3, Panel A.

seems likely that we have entered a cycle of
global policy tightening that – like previous

Panel B shows the difference in average

hiking cycles – may be around for a while

performance in the two regimes as before,

(though there is much debate regarding its

with traditional assets in blue, and liquid

likely duration and potential terminal rates in

alternatives in green. As with stagflation,

different markets). Worryingly for investors,

the hiking underperformers include equities,

most traditional assets have, on average,

bonds, and most portfolios. Commodities

dramatically underperformed during previous

and trend have outperformed, while equity

Fed hiking periods, which are highlighted

style factors have mild exposures on average.
These patterns cannot be fully relied on in the

6
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future, as there is plenty of variation across

liquid alternatives – or of holding assets with

different hiking episodes, but they do illustrate

very different macroeconomic sensitivities,

the benefit of adding strategies that hedge

such as commodities.

traditional market exposures – like long/short

Exhibit 3: Impact of Monetary Policy Cycles on Investment Performance
Panel A. Fed Funds Rate and a Regime Indicator Based on Fed Hiking Cycles,
January 1972 – June 2022
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Panel B. Hypothetical Relative Performance During Hiking and Non-Hiking Periods,
January 1972 – June 2022

Resilient In Hiking Cycles

Sources: AQR, Federal Reserve, Bloomberg. Hiking Cycle Indicator is triggered when current Fed Funds and T-Bill rates over- or
undershoot their 12-month averages by a given margin (full methodology in appendix). Based on monthly returns. Risk-free rate is 3-month
T-Bills. See appendix for details of asset class proxies and hypothetical strategies. Hypothetical performance results have certain inherent
limitations, some of which are disclosed in the Appendix.

To add to investors’ woes, bond allocations

scenarios. But prevailing macroeconomic

have tended to be less diversifying to stocks

conditions suggest investors may have to look

when inflation uncertainty is heightened,

to their alternatives allocation if they want to

and during tightening monetary policy.

maintain diversification and manage risk, and

We do not advocate aggressive deallocation

to provide refuge from portfolio losses. This

from bonds, which could still offer valuable

leads us to the topic of private assets.

3

protection in some of the worst recession
3

For further discussion and analysis, see AQR Alternative Thinking Q2 2022, The Stock/Bond Correlation: Drivers and Implications.
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Diversify Those Diversifiers (Private
Assets, We’re Looking at You)
Investors have flocked to private assets over

been rare in recent history (even the Financial

the past decade, 4 for a variety of reasons.

Crisis was followed by a strong market

Chief among these is an expectation of

recovery in 2009, partly driven by monetary

higher returns from these strategies: some

stimulus – a pattern repeated at smaller scale

investors are confident they can identify top-

and faster pace in 2020).

quartile managers delivering alpha through
operational transformation, others value

For investors with substantial allocations to

the access to embedded leverage, and many

private assets, the most valuable diversifier is

expect an illiquidity premium for locking away

a strategy expected to outperform specifically

their money. Additional perceived benefits

during these prolonged bear market scenarios.

include the stable cash flows from real estate

Historically, trend following strategies have

and infrastructure, and, importantly, the

exhibited this pattern, as shown in Exhibit 4.

cushioning effect of investments that are

Price trend strategies go long or short assets

infrequently marked to market. Two of the

based on recent performance, while economic

expectations are probably offsetting – demand

trend strategies exploit assets’ tendency to

for return smoothing offsets any fair illiquidity

underreact to fundamental drivers such as

premium. But investors have voted with their

growth news, inflation and monetary policy.5

wallets in favor of private assets.

Both strategies consistently delivered positive
returns when private equity suffered, and the

Private assets may indeed help to cushion

intuition is clear. These are dynamic strategies

portfolio gyrations in a period of heightened

that are not always positioned correctly if

uncertainty. But many of the headwinds faced

a sudden crash occurs – they are imperfect

by public assets apply also to their private

tail hedges. But during prolonged episodes –

counterparts. Valuations are more difficult

typically most harmful to private assets – they

to measure but are likely high, depressing

have been able to position defensively and

expected returns. And macroeconomic factors

deliver positive returns as trends play out.6

such as inflation uncertainty and monetary

Defensive equity strategies also outperformed

policy tightening are likely to take their toll

during these prolonged drawdown episodes,

on private assets’ returns eventually, even if it

while other equity factors like value and

comes later than the impact on liquid public

momentum show mixed results consistent

markets. One key tail risk for private assets

with low long-term correlations.

is a sustained period of low growth and poor
market performance, where smoothing does
not help and underlying economic exposures
(‘slow beta’) materialize. Such episodes have
4
5
6

The 2021 Blackrock Global Institutional Rebalancing Survey identified investor intentions to increase allocations to private equity and
real estate, while deallocating from traditional assets and hedge funds, in line with previous years’ surveys.
For more details on economic trend, also called macro momentum, see Brooks (2017).
There are also benefits to diversifying across trend strategies, since economic trends can often be identified before market trends
emerge. For example, in Q3 2008, economic trend was already positioned for an equity market sell-off and so delivered positive
returns, whereas price trend ‘caught up’ in Q4 of that year.

8
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Exhibit 4: Hypothetical Performance in Ten Worst Quarters for Private Equity,
1986-2021
Private
Equity

Price
Trend

Economic
Trend

4Q 2008

-18.1%

20.3%

9.2%

1Q 2020

-10.3%

5.4%

3Q 2008

-9.6%

1Q 2001

Global
Defensive vs.
Market

Global L/S
Value

Global L/S
Momentum

9.3%

-0.4%

-1.9%

4.3%

5.7%

-13.2%

5.4%

-1.6%

7.8%

10.5%

5.1%

-9.1%

-6.7%

5.8%

1.5%

2.9%

12.2%

-4.0%

3Q 2001

-5.9%

6.6%

10.4%

8.6%

2.1%

3.9%

3Q 2011

-5.7%

7.6%

5.0%

12.2%

-2.4%

-0.4%

1Q 2009

-4.9%

-0.4%

-0.6%

0.2%

2.9%

-1.9%

3Q 2002

-4.1%

11.2%

5.4%

7.1%

-0.5%

5.8%

3Q 1998

-3.6%

8.0%

8.0%

6.0%

-2.5%

3.5%

4Q 2000

-2.7%

9.2%

3.3%

9.3%

8.8%

-3.2%

Average

-7.1%

7.2%

5.4%

7.2%

1.2%

-0.2%

Risk Mitigators

Diversifiers

Sources: AQR, Cambridge Associates. Private equity is a 70/30 combination of the Cambridge Associates U.S. Private Equity Index and
the Cambridge Associates Global Ex-U.S. Developed Markets Private Equity Index. Price Trend, Economic Trend, Global Defensive, Global
L/S Value and Global L/S Momentum are hypothetical strategies as described in the appendix. Value and Momentum strategies are scaled
to 7% volatility. Hypothetical data has inherent limitations, some of which are disclosed in the appendix.
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Liquid Alternatives – What to Look for
(And What to Avoid)
Here we take ‘liquid alternatives’ to mean any

all. For example, a value tilt was not helpful in

allocation with the potential to deliver returns

early 2020 – in fact, it made losses worse – but

lowly correlated to stock and bond markets,

during the long bear market that followed the

using liquid assets. This broad category

Dotcom Bubble it was extremely valuable, as

mainly comprises active strategies that use

it has been during the 2022 sell-off. Similarly,

financial tools such as shorting and leverage

an allocation to commodities didn’t help in the

to hedge market exposures and amplify

Financial Crisis but was a strong diversifier

diversifying sources of risk and return. It also

during 1970s stagflation, and made sizable

includes commodities, which have delivered

gains during the recent inflation shock.

low long-term correlations to stocks and bonds
thanks to their very different macroeconomic

Which strategies? In the late 2021 paper Time

exposures.

to Diversify, we singled out long/short value
and trend-following as looking particularly

Facing up to the challenges: Many investors

attractive in the prevailing environment. Both

are cautious about liquid alternatives.

went on to perform strongly in H1 2022, and

Some cite the ‘negative sum game’ of active

both still looked attractive at mid-year: value

management; others point to so-called

spreads remained wide,7 and macroeconomic

diversifying strategies that suffered losses

turmoil continued to favor trend and macro

at unhelpful times; yet others are put off by

strategies. There are also more strategic

complexity and fees in the liquid alts space.

considerations when selecting strategies: long/

These are all reasonable concerns. However,

short equity and arbitrage strategies may help

they must be balanced against challenges

with expected return challenges; trend and

elsewhere in the portfolio, and for many

macro are best-suited to tail risk mitigation

investors the formidable headwinds for

(while also earning positive returns over the

traditional assets – low expected returns and

long term, unlike option-based tail hedges8);

heightened macro risks – may tip the balance

alternative risk premia can provide broad

in favor of a liquid alts allocation.

diversification; and commodities9 can help
to offset inflation exposure in stock-bond

Skepticism towards active management can

portfolios.

be addressed by focusing on strategies with
strong evidence of a long-term premium,

Evaluation: In Exhibit 5 we summarize

supported by economic intuition for why it is

key questions investors should ask of any

likely to persist. This can also help address

candidate liquid alternative investment.

transparency and complexity concerns.

Those selecting strategies with the highest

Investors should accept that a range of

past returns – without sufficient regard for

imperfect diversifiers is better than none at

diversifying capabilities – may be disappointed

7
8
9

As of June 30, 2022, AQR’s measure of the global value spread was at the 97th percentile compared to its history. See appendix for
details. Also see Cliff’s Perspective blog, Still Crazy After All This YTD, May 2022.
See Ilmanen, Thapar, Tummala and Villalon (2021) for a comparison of put-buying and trend strategies.
For discussion of best practices in commodities investing, see Ooi, Maloney and Brixton (2022).
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in tough market environments. Any tendency

during the bull market, while reducing

to bundle diversifying returns with passive

prospective benefits.

market beta will flatter past performance

Exhibit 5: Questions to Ask of Diversifying Strategies
L/S Equity and

Multi-Strategy / Alt.

Arbitrage

Risk Premia

Trend & Macro
Strategies

Market Neutrality: Has
it delivered diversifying
returns over long term?

Tail Risk Mitigation:
Has it delivered returns
when most needed?

Capital Efficiency: 'Is
it managed with enough
active risk to deliver
'bang for the buck'?

Innovation: Do ‘bells
and whistles’ dilute or
enhance tail hedging?

Beta: Has it delivered
the expected amount?
Alpha: Has it delivered
long-term? Is active
risk complementary to
existing exposures?
Style Trends: Is the
track record skewed by
the late 2010s growth
bubble?

Style Exposures: Is it
positioned to benefit
from opportunities?

Complementarity:
Evaluate alpha to
existing portfolio,
not just standalone
performance

Commodities
Risk Balance: Does it
take full advantage of
low correlations across
sectors, and avoid
large positions in single
commodities?
Active: Can it adjust
commodity mix and
avoid passive roll
headwinds?

Source: AQR. For illustrative purposes.

Funding choices and implementation: For

sources of return while maintaining portfolio

the greatest benefit to portfolio diversification,

market exposure.

investors should fund from dominant risk
allocations such as public equity. This has

Regarding implementation, some investors

been unpalatable for some investors in the

will want to focus on a specific single strategy

past due to equities’ perceived higher expected

to complement existing exposures. Others will

return. In the current environment, the

prefer a flexible building-block approach, while

expected return balance may have shifted. A

still others may benefit from an integrated,

higher risk, higher expected return option is

multi-strategy approach to reduce ‘line-item

to fund partly or fully from bonds. Another

risk’ and make the allocation easier to hold

option popular with some institutions is to add

for the long term. As Antti Ilmanen stresses

unfunded exposure via swap arrangements

in Investing Amid Low Expected Returns,

with managers or banks. Finally, liquid

diversification requires patience, and this is

alternatives may be attached to synthetic

a formidable challenge for many investors

market exposure in a portable alpha structure,

especially when it comes to less conventional

for investors who wish to allocate to new

strategies.

New Rules of Diversification | 3Q22
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A Fortification Case Study
In this final section, we illustrate simple

alternative risk premia to deliver long-term

steps to prepare for the risk of a sustained

uncorrelated returns, trend following to

unfavorable environment for traditional

mitigate tail risks and complement the

assets. Exhibit 6 shows on the left a sample

private assets, and commodities to offset the

risk-seeking portfolio with allocations to public

disinflationary bias in the rest of the portfolio.

equity, investment grade and high-yield bonds,

All three delivered positive returns in H1 2022.

and private assets, and on the right a ‘fortified

The fortified portfolio also applies factor tilts

portfolio’ with a new allocation to diversifying

to the remaining equity allocation – a value tilt

liquid alternatives funded from public equity.

to take advantage of wide spreads and boost

In this example, we have modelled the liquid

expected returns, and a defensive tilt to reduce

alts allocation as a blend of three components:

risk.

Exhibit 6: A Fortification Case Study
Sample Portfolio

Fortified Portfolio
•
•

Maintain for recession protection
Monitor credit risk

•
•

15%
25 %

Seek diversification
and convexity
Fund from equities
(dominant risk) for
greatest benefit

25%

35%
Seek
Complementarity

50%
10%

10%

15%

15%

Add value and
defensive tilts
to equity

Useful but do
not over -rely on
Public Equity

Private Assets

Credit

IG Bonds

Liquid Alts

Source: AQR. For illustrative purposes.

According to a set of assumptions listed in the

and risk (3.2% and 9.8% respectively, with

appendix, these reallocations could maintain

our assumptions). These reallocations are

expected returns while substantially reducing

also likely to reduce the portfolio’s sensitivity

portfolio risk and the likely scale of losses

to macroeconomic risks such as monetary

in a prolonged bear market. Specifically,

policy tightening and stagflation – although

our assumptions imply a slight increase in

to really transform macro exposures, a larger

expected excess return from 2.6% to 2.8%,

reallocation would be needed.

with a reduction in volatility of about a quarter
from 11.3% to 8.3%. Alternatively, investors

Existing allocations, investment objectives,

with higher risk tolerance could fund the

constraints and beliefs all differ widely across

liquid alts allocation partly or fully from

investors, and the exact prescription for each

fixed income for higher expected returns

will vary accordingly. Some investors may

12
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be more aggressive with their portfolio tilts,

most important thing is to take decisive

some less so. The diversifying allocation

steps towards investments that are exposed

should be designed to complement existing

to fundamentally different risks from the

exposures, including to private assets. But

dominant risks in the portfolio. Call it

investors should not seek perfection – the

strategic or call it tactical: just diversify.
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Appendix
Assumptions for Case Study
Typically, our unconditional Sharpe ratio

tilts deliver higher risk-adjusted returns

assumption for global equities and global

(Sharpe ratio 0.3) with beta 0.8. Finally, we

fixed income is 0.3, based on very long-term

model a liquid alts allocation as 40% trend

historical data. Here we assume a lower

following, 40% alternative risk premia and

figure of 0.2 for both asset classes to reflect

20% to a diversified basket of commodities.

unfavorable macroeconomic conditions.

Conservative assumptions for these

We assume private equity earns 1% higher

components imply a combined Sharpe ratio of

return than public, with proportionally higher

0.4 at about 8% volatility.11
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risk. We assume value and defensive equity

Assumptions for Asset Classes
Excess
Return

Volatility

Public Equity

3.0%

15.0%

0.20

50%

0%

Tilted Equity

3.6%

12.0%

0.30

0%

35%

Value and defensive tilts

Private Assets

4.0%

20.0%

0.20

15%

15%

Assumption reflects macro headwinds

Credit

2.0%

10.0%

0.20

10%

10%

Assumption reflects macro headwinds

IG Bonds

1.0%

5.0%

0.20

25%

25%

Assumption reflects macro headwinds

Liquid Alts

3.2%

8.0%

0.40

0%

15%

See separate tables below

Excess Return

2.6%

2.8%

Volatility

11.3%

8.3%

Sharpe Ratio

0.23

0.34

Tilted
Equity

Sharpe
Ratio

Private
Assets

Sample
Portfolio

Correlations

Public
Equity

Tilted Equity

1.0

Private Assets

0.9

0.9

Credit

0.6

0.6

0.6

IG Bonds

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.4

Liquid Alts

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

Credit

Fortified
Portfolio

Notes
Assumption reflects macro headwinds

IG Bonds

0.1

10 This is still considerably higher than either asset class has delivered on average during Fed hiking periods or stagflation episodes,
reflecting high uncertainty around macroeconomic outcomes.
11 Note that these assumptions are net of any fees which are more significant for active strategies and particularly private assets.
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Assumptions for Liquid Alternatives Sub-Strategies
Excess
Return

Volatility

Sharpe
Ratio

Liquid
Alts

Trend

2.5%

10.0%

0.25

40%

Alt Risk Premia

3.5%

10.0%

0.35

40%

Commodities

3.8%

15.0%

0.25

20%

Excess Return

3.2%

Volatility

7.9%

Sharpe Ratio

0.40

Correlations

Trend

Alt Risk Premia

0.3

Commodities

0.3

ARP

0.2

Methodology for Macroeconomic Regime Indicators
Growth and Inflation News Indicators: Each

in the 3-month T-Bill rate, or a smaller

metric is an equal-weighted combination of

increase combined with an increase in

12-month changes and 12-month surprises.

the Fed Funds Rate. Specifically, a new

Changes are calculated as simple difference

hiking cycle is triggered when the following

between year-on-year inflation or growth and

conditions are met: 3-month T-Bill rate exceeds

year-on-year inflation or growth 12 months

prior 12-month average by 0.4% AND Fed

earlier. Surprises are calculated as simple

Funds Rate is higher than prior 12-month

difference between year-on-year inflation or

average, OR 3-month T-Bill rate exceeds prior

growth and 1-year forecast 12 months earlier.

12-month average by 0.8%. The hiking cycle

Based on 12-month returns at quarterly

then continues until the following opposite

frequency.

conditions are met to trigger its end: 3-month
T-Bill rate is less than prior 12-month average

Hiking Cycle Indicator: The indicator

by 0.4% AND Fed Funds Rate is lower than

combines two inputs for robustness, signaling

prior 12-month average OR 3-month T-Bill rate

a hiking cycle when there is a large increase

is less than prior 12-month average by 0.8%.

Value Spread for Hypothetical Global Value Portfolio
January 1, 1990 – June 30, 2022

Value Spread (z-score)

3

Cheap

Tech Bubble

2

Financial Crisis

1

0

-1
Expensive
-2
1990

1995

2000

2005

2010

2015

2020

Source: AQR. Hypothetical value composite includes four value measures: book-to-price, earnings-to-price, forecast earnings-to-price,
and sales-to-enterprise value; spreads are measured based on ratios. Spreads are constructed to be industry-neutral by comparing value
measures within each industry, then aggregating to represent an entire portfolio. Universe is 70% developed large cap, 30% emerging
large cap.
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Asset Class Proxies for Sensitivity Analyses
Investment

Proxy

Source

U.S. Equities

MSCI U.S. Net TR Index

Bloomberg

Global
Developed
Equities

MSCI World Net TR Unhedged Index

Bloomberg

Emerging
Equities

From 1988, MSCI Emerging Markets Net TR Index. Before 1988, MSCI EAFE Net
TR Index.

U.S. Treasuries

10-year U.S. Treasury

GFD

Global IG Bonds

From 1990, Bloomberg Barclays Global Agg Bond Hedged. Before 1990, AQR
global bond series.

Bloomberg, AQR

Global HY Bonds

From 1990, Bloomberg Barclays Global High Yield. Before 1990, Bloomberg
Barclays U.S. High Yield and Corporate Bond indices.

Bloomberg

U.S. TIPS

From 1997, U.S. 10-year TIPS. Before 1997, synthetic returns based on nominal
Treasury yields and survey-based expected inflation.

Private Equity

50% Russell 2000 x 1.2, 50% Cambridge U.S. Buyout index

Real Estate

50% FTSE Nareit All REITs Index (listed), 50% NCREIF Property Index (unlisted)

Bloomberg

Global 60/40

60% Global Equities, 40% Global IG Bonds as defined above

Bloomberg, AQR

Commodities

Bloomberg Commodity Index

Bloomberg

Long/Short
Equity Style
Factors

Value is U.S. HML Devil factor based on B/P (Asness and Frazzini, 2013).
Momentum is U.S. ‘Up Minus Down’ factor based on 12M return excluding most
recent month. Defensive is 50% U.S. ‘Betting Against Beta’ factor (Frazzini and
Pedersen, 2014) and 50% U.S. ‘Quality Minus Junk’ factor (Asness, Frazzini and
Pedersen, 2014). All factors are cap-weighted long the 1/3 best stocks and short
the 1/3 worst stocks following the methodology of Fama and French (1993),
rebalanced annually every January. All factors except Low Beta are dollar long and
short. For Low Beta the long side is levered to make the portfolio ex-ante betaneutral as described in Frazzini and Pedersen (2014). Multi-factor Portfolio is
equal-weighted combination of Value, Momentum and Defensive.

AQR Data
Library

Long-Only
Defensive

Hypothetical strategy that aims to earn a long term rate of return comparable to
that of a cap-weighted benchmark while maintaining lower risk, by holding low risk,
high quality securities. The universe is the MSCI World Index and the rebalancing
frequency is quarterly.

AQR

Price Trend

Hypothetical trend following strategy as described in A Century of Evidence on
Trend-Following Investing by Hurst, Ooi and Pedersen (2017). The strategy goes
long markets that have been rising and going short markets that have been falling,
betting that those trends over the examined look-back periods will continue.
The strategy was constructed with an equal-weighted combination of 1-month,
3-month, and 12-month trend-following strategies for 67 markets across 4 major
asset classes: 29 commodities, 11 equity indices, 15 bond markets, and 12
currency pairs. Returns are net of estimated transaction costs and 2 & 20 fees.

AQR

Economic Trend

Hypothetical long/short and directional strategies applied to 15 equity indices, 9
government bond markets, and 9 currencies, with signals based on the following
macro momentum themes as described in A Half Century of Macro Momentum
by Brooks (2017): Business Cycle, International Trade, Monetary Policy, Risk
AQR
Sentiment. The strategy goes long assets for which fundamental momentum is
favorable and short assets for which it is unfavorable. Returns are net of estimated
transaction costs and 2 & 20 fees.

Note: All asset class proxies, 60/40, long-short style factors and defensive equity are presented gross of transaction costs and fees.
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Disclosures
This document has been provided to you solely for information purposes and does not constitute an offer or solicitation of an
offer or any advice or recommendation to purchase any securities or other financial instruments and may not be construed as
such. The factual information set forth herein has been obtained or derived from sources believed by the author and AQR Capital
Management, LLC (“AQR”), to be reliable, but it is not necessarily all-inclusive and is not guaranteed as to its accuracy and is not
to be regarded as a representation or warranty, express or implied, as to the information’s accuracy or completeness, nor should
the attached information serve as the basis of any investment decision. This document is not to be reproduced or redistributed
without the written consent of AQR. The information set forth herein has been provided to you as secondary information and
should not be the primary source for any investment or allocation decision.
Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance.
Diversification does not eliminate the risk of experiencing investment losses.
This presentation is not research and should not be treated as research. This presentation does not represent valuation
judgments with respect to any financial instrument, issuer, security, or sector that may be described or referenced herein and
does not represent a formal or official view of AQR.
The views expressed reflect the current views as of the date hereof, and neither the author nor AQR undertakes to advise
you of any changes in the views expressed herein. It should not be assumed that the author or AQR will make investment
recommendations in the future that are consistent with the views expressed herein, or use any or all of the techniques or methods
of analysis described herein in managing client accounts. AQR and its affiliates may have positions (long or short) or engage in
securities transactions that are not consistent with the information and views expressed in this presentation.
The information contained herein is only as current as of the date indicated and may be superseded by subsequent market events
or for other reasons. Charts and graphs provided herein are for illustrative purposes only. The information in this presentation has
been developed internally and/or obtained from sources believed to be reliable; however, neither AQR nor the author guarantees
the accuracy, adequacy, or completeness of such information. Nothing contained herein constitutes investment, legal, tax, or
other advice, nor is it to be relied on in making an investment or other decision.
There can be no assurance that an investment strategy will be successful. Historic market trends are not reliable indicators of
actual future market behavior or future performance of any particular investment, which may differ materially, and should not be
relied upon as such. Target allocations contained herein are subject to change. There is no assurance that the target allocations
will be achieved, and actual allocations may be significantly different from those shown here. This presentation should not be
viewed as a current or past recommendation or a solicitation of an offer to buy or sell any securities or to adopt any investment
strategy.
The information in this presentation might contain projections or other forward-looking statements regarding future events,
targets, forecasts, or expectations regarding the strategies described herein and is only current as of the date indicated. There
is no assurance that such events or targets will be achieved and might be significantly different from that shown here. The
information in this presentation, including statements concerning financial market trends, is based on current market conditions,
which will fluctuate and may be superseded by subsequent market events or for other reasons. Performance of all cited indices is
calculated on a total return basis with dividends reinvested.
The investment strategy and themes discussed herein may be unsuitable for investors depending on their specific investment
objectives and financial situation. Please note that changes in the rate of exchange of a currency might affect the value, price, or
income of an investment adversely. Neither AQR nor the author assumes any duty to, nor undertakes to update forward-looking
statements. No representation or warranty, express or implied, is made or given by or on behalf of AQR, the author, or any other
person as to the accuracy and completeness or fairness of the information contained in this presentation, and no responsibility
or liability is accepted for any such information. By accepting this presentation in its entirety, the recipient acknowledges its
understanding and acceptance of the foregoing statement.
Broad-based securities indices are unmanaged and are not subject to fees and expenses typically associated with managed
accounts or investment funds. Investments cannot be made directly in an index
Index Definitions:
The MSCI World Index is a free float-adjusted market capitalization weighted index that is designed to measure the equity market
performance of developed markets.
The S&P 500 Index is the Standard & Poor’s composite index of 500 stocks, a widely recognized, unmanaged index of common
stock prices.
The MSCI Emerging Markets Index is a free float-adjusted market capitalization index that is designed to measure equity market
performance of emerging markets.
The MSCI U.S. Index is a free float-adjusted market capitalization index that is designed to measure the performance large and
mid cap equities in the United States.
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The Bloomberg Barclays Global Aggregate Index is an unmanaged index that is comprised of several other Bloomberg Barclays
indexes that measure fixed income performance of regions around the world.
The Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Corporate High Yield Index measures the USD-denominated, high yield, fixed-rate corporate
bond market. Securities are classified as high yield if the middle rating of Moody’s, Fitch and S&P is Ba1/BB+/BB+ or below.
The Cambridge Associates Private Equity U.S. Buyout Index is a pooled horizon internal rate of return (IRR)-based index
compiled from the Cambridge Associates database of U.S. private equity buyout funds.
The Cambridge Associates U.S. Private Equity Index and the Cambridge Associates Global Ex-U.S. Developed Markets
Private Equity Index are from the Cambridge Associates LLC Database.
The Russell 2000 Index is a market capitalization weighted index representing the 2,000 smallest companies in the Russell
3000 Index.
The FTSE Nareit All REITs Index is a market capitalization-weighted index that and includes all tax-qualified real estate
investment trusts (REITs) that are listed on the New York Stock Exchange, the American Stock Exchange or the NASDAQ National
Market List.
The NCREIF Property Index measures the performance of real estate investments on a quarterly basis and evaluates the rate of
returns in the market. It covers properties that are acquired in place of institutional investors that are exempted from taxes in the
fiduciary environment.
The Bloomberg Commodity Index is made up of 23 exchange-traded futures on physical commodities, representing 21
commodities which are weighted to account for economic significance and market liquidity.
HYPOTHETICAL PERFORMANCE RESULTS HAVE MANY INHERENT LIMITATIONS, SOME OF WHICH, BUT NOT ALL,
ARE DESCRIBED HEREIN. NO REPRESENTATION IS BEING MADE THAT ANY FUND OR ACCOUNT WILL OR IS LIKELY
TO ACHIEVE PROFITS OR LOSSES SIMILAR TO THOSE SHOWN HEREIN. IN FACT, THERE ARE FREQUENTLY SHARP
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN HYPOTHETICAL PERFORMANCE RESULTS AND THE ACTUAL RESULTS SUBSEQUENTLY
REALIZED BY ANY PARTICULAR TRADING PROGRAM. ONE OF THE LIMITATIONS OF HYPOTHETICAL PERFORMANCE
RESULTS IS THAT THEY ARE GENERALLY PREPARED WITH THE BENEFIT OF HINDSIGHT. IN ADDITION, HYPOTHETICAL
TRADING DOES NOT INVOLVE FINANCIAL RISK, AND NO HYPOTHETICAL TRADING RECORD CAN COMPLETELY ACCOUNT
FOR THE IMPACT OF FINANCIAL RISK IN ACTUAL TRADING. FOR EXAMPLE, THE ABILITY TO WITHSTAND LOSSES
OR TO ADHERE TO A PARTICULAR TRADING PROGRAM IN SPITE OF TRADING LOSSES ARE MATERIAL POINTS THAT
CAN ADVERSELY AFFECT ACTUAL TRADING RESULTS. THERE ARE NUMEROUS OTHER FACTORS RELATED TO THE
MARKETS IN GENERAL OR TO THE IMPLEMENTATION OF ANY SPECIFIC TRADING PROGRAM, WHICH CANNOT BE FULLY
ACCOUNTED FOR IN THE PREPARATION OF HYPOTHETICAL PERFORMANCE RESULTS, ALL OF WHICH CAN ADVERSELY
AFFECT ACTUAL TRADING RESULTS. The hypothetical performance results contained herein represent the application of the
quantitative models as currently in effect on the date first written above, and there can be no assurance that the models will
remain the same in the future or that an application of the current models in the future will produce similar results because the
relevant market and economic conditions that prevailed during the hypothetical performance period will not necessarily recur.
Discounting factors may be applied to reduce suspected anomalies. This backtest’s return, for this period, may vary depending
on the date it is run. Hypothetical performance results are presented for illustrative purposes only. In addition, our transaction
cost assumptions utilized in backtests, where noted, are based on AQR Capital Management LLC’s, (“AQR’s”) historical realized
transaction costs and market data. Certain of the assumptions have been made for modeling purposes and are unlikely to be
realized. No representation or warranty is made as to the reasonableness of the assumptions made or that all assumptions used
in achieving the returns have been stated or fully considered. Changes in the assumptions may have a material impact on the
hypothetical returns presented. Actual advisory fees for products offering this strategy may vary.
There is a risk of substantial loss associated with trading commodities, futures, options, derivatives, and other financial
instruments. Before trading, investors should carefully consider their financial position and risk tolerance to determine whether
the proposed trading style is appropriate. Investors should realize that when trading futures, commodities, options, derivatives,
and other financial instruments, one could lose the full balance of their account. It is also possible to lose more than the initial
deposit when trading derivatives or using leverage. All funds committed to such a trading strategy should be purely risk capital.
AQR Capital Management, LLC, is exempt from the requirement to hold an Australian Financial Services License under the
Corporations Act 2001, pursuant to ASIC Class Order 03/1100 as continued by ASIC Legislative Instrument 2016/396, ASIC
Corporations (Amendment) Instrument 2021/510 and ASIC Corporations (Amendment) Instrument 2022/623. AQR is regulated
by the Securities and Exchange Commission ("SEC") under United States of America laws and those laws may differ from
Australian laws.
Canadian recipients of fund information: These materials are provided by AQR Capital Management (Canada), LLC, Canadian
placement agent for the AQR funds.
Please note for materials distributed through AQR Capital Management (Asia): This presentation may not be copied, reproduced,
republished, posted, transmitted, disclosed, distributed, or disseminated, in whole or in part, in any way without the prior written
consent of AQR Capital Management (Asia) Limited (together with its affiliates, “AQR”) or as required by applicable law.
This presentation and the information contained herein are for educational and informational purposes only and do not constitute
and should not be construed as an offering of advisory services or as an invitation, inducement, or offer to sell or solicitation of an
offer to buy any securities, related financial instruments, or financial products in any jurisdiction.
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Investments described herein will involve significant risk factors, which will be set out in the offering documents for such
investments and are not described in this presentation. The information in this presentation is general only, and you should refer to
the final private information memorandum for complete information. To the extent there is any conflict between this presentation
and the private information memorandum, the private information memorandum shall prevail.
The contents of this presentation have not been reviewed by any regulatory authority in Hong Kong. You are advised to exercise
caution, and if you are in any doubt about any of the contents of this presentation, you should obtain independent professional
advice.
The information set forth herein has been prepared and issued by AQR Capital Management (Europe), LLP, a UK limited liability
partnership with its registered office at Charles House 5–11 Regent Street, London, SW1Y 4LR, which is authorized by the UK
Financial Conduct Authority (“FCA”).
AQR in the European Economic Area is AQR Capital Management (Germany) GmbH, a German limited liability company
(Gesellschaft mit beschränkter Haftung; “GmbH”), with registered offices at Maximilianstrasse 13, 80539 Munich, authorized
and regulated by the German Federal Financial Supervisory Authority (Bundesanstalt für Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht, „BaFin“),
with offices at Marie-Curie-Str. 24-28, 60439, Frankfurt am Main und Graurheindorfer Str. 108, 53117 Bonn, to provide the
services of investment advice (Anlageberatung) and investment broking (Anlagevermittlung) pursuant to the German Securities
Institutions Act (Wertpapierinstitutsgesetz; “WpIG”). The Complaint Handling Procedure for clients and prospective clients of
AQR in the European Economic Area can be found here: https://ucits.aqr.com/Legal-and-Regulatory.
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